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Chapter

An Adaptive Task Scheduling in 
Fog Computing
Dinesh Harkut, Prachi Thakar and Lovely Mutneja

Abstract

Internet applications generate massive amount of data. For processing the 
data, it is transmitted to cloud. Time-sensitive applications require faster access. 
However, the limitation with the cloud is the connectivity with the end devices. Fog 
was developed by Cisco to overcome this limitation. Fog has better connectivity with 
the end devices, with some limitations. Fog works as intermediate layer between 
the end devices and the cloud. When providing the quality of service to end users, 
scheduling plays an important role. Scheduling a task based on the end users 
requirement is a tedious thing. In this paper, we proposed a cloud-fog task scheduling 
model, which provides quality of service to end devices with proper security.

Keywords: ANN, fuzzy logic, fog computing, IoT, QoS, K-means clustering

1. Introduction

Cloud computing is very popular in the technology world as it provides 
numerous useful services to end users. Cloud computing is based heavily on 
virtualization technology. Cloud computing provides many features such as huge 
processing power, great storage provision, and pay-per-use model. Cloud comput-
ing has many desirable features such as flexibility, scalability, performance-cost 
efficiency, and ease of test, adopting and deploying new technologies [1].

In spite of all these services, there are some drawbacks of cloud computing that 
cannot be ignored. For examples, the cloud and users are physically far away from 
each other that induce intolerably delay, again there can be a shortage of resources 
for executing the tasks, many resources could remain idle even though tasks need to 
be processed, etc. [1].

Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging technology. It requires latency-aware 
computation for real-time application processing. In IoT environments, devices 
connected to it generate a huge amount of data, which are generally referred to 
as big data. IoT devices generated data are generally processed in a cloud infra-
structure because of the on-demand services and scalability features of the cloud 
computing. However, processing IoT application requests on the cloud is not an effi-
cient solution for some IoT applications, especially time-sensitive ones. To address 
this issue, Fog computing, which is a middle layer between cloud and IoT devices, 
was proposed. In Fog computing environment, IoT devices are connected to Fog 
devices. These Fog devices are located in close proximity as compared to cloud to 
users and are responsible for intermediate computation and storage [2].

There are many challenges when we are working in fog computing environment. 
One of the challenges is task scheduling. Tasks are broadly classified into two 
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category, dependent task and independent task. While performing task scheduling 
in fog, the category of tasks plays a vital role.

Task scheduling depends on the many criteria based on user’s requirements. For 
example, healthcare-related task. In such type of task time is a vital factor. Delay 
in such type of task is not acceptable, so to manage such type of tasks, many task 
scheduling algorithms have been proposed. Task scheduling involves scheduling 
of resources, such as CPU, memory. Depending on the type of task, algorithm may 
varies. The basic idea behind task scheduling is to give the user QoS (Quality of 
Service).

2. Literature review on task scheduling in fog-cloud environment

Author in [3] have used Q learning algorithm in cloud computing for allocating 
the task to the virtual machine. In this paper, we have compared their algorithm 
with FIFO, greedy, random, mix algorithm. The proposed model is divided into 
three parts: tasks transmission, task allocation, and task execution.

Resource Management and task scheduling are very important tasks in cloud. 
The traditional scheduling algorithm has low resource utilization and more 
response. Rather than using single scheduling algorithm, multiple scheduling 
algorithms are used. The selection of one of the scheduling algorithm is done using 
machine learning classification. Six scheduling algorithms are considered here. 
FCFS, priority scheduling conservative migration supported backfilling, aggressive 
migration supported backfilling, and priority-based consolidation. Selection of 
particular algorithm based on environment and task is done using machine learning 
classification [4].

Two reinforcement schedulings were introduced for resource scheduling, online 
resource scheduling deepRM2 and offline resource scheduling DeepRM_off. Then 
the comparison of these two algorithms has done with the DeepRM and the heuris-
tic algorithm. Two resources are considered in this CPU and memory. Image is given 
as input for training process [5].

Three approaches for tasks scheduling are discussed and compared in this 
paper. PSO algorithm, genetic algorithm, modified PSO algorithm. Modified PSO 
algorithm is nothing but the old PSO with the merging of SJFP for generating initial 
population in order to minimize makespan. The result shows that the modified PSO 
outperforms the other two algorithms [6].

Author in [7] suggested a new technique to schedule the Jobs or tasks in Big Data 
cluster. The uniqueness of this proposed method is that it basically focuses on the 
resources utilization and the type of Scheduled job altogether. The clusters used for 
experimentation of the proposed method are homogeneous. The given algorithm 
assigns task to the data node based on the type of job and based on the data node 
resource load.

K-means clustering algorithm is used for grouping the virtual machine and task 
[8]. The categorization of virtual environment is done on the basis of available 
application in each machine. Four parameters are considered for task selection, task 
length, user priority, deadline, and cost. K-means clustering technique is used for 
virtual machine as well as for task.

To select a proper task scheduling algorithm for better performance in cloud 
computing is a critical task. Author in [9] suggested a Framework for the above 
problem. Author suggested that the decision of which task scheduling algorithm is 
suitable for a particular task should be taken by machine learning algorithm.

The Basic concept in [10] is distribution of task to different fog nodes. The 
proposed approach performance is compared with PSO and GA. The proposed 
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approach divides the complete task into two part reproduction behavior, food 
source foraging behavior. The implementation of BLA is done in C ++. The 
proposed algorithm outperforms in terms of CPU execution time, allocation of 
memory, and therefore, the cost function. The limitation of this approach was it 
does not give any solution on dynamic job scheduling, and again here they consider 
stationary fog servers.

Author in [11] proposed test and selection technique to select the best algorithm 
for scheduling. The hyper-heuristic algorithm is divided into two phases, train-
ing phase and testing phase. The basic objective is to find out the best algorithm 
for workflow scheduling. The author [11] considered four algorithms for the 
purpose of selection, genetic algorithm, particle Swarm Optimization, ant Colony 
Optimization, and annealing algorithm. FogSim is used for fog computing environ-
ment, and cloud SIM is used for cloud environment.

Author in [12] suggested Ant colony algorithm for scheduling. The tasks are 
grouped according to two criteria, minimum cost and minimum end time service. 
Also the prioritization of task is done based on the above two criteria. The ant 
Colony algorithm is used to select optimal virtual machine for executing the task.

The main focus is on multi-resource fairness in task and to achieve ultralow 
task latency for fog computing system. Author in [13] proposed fair TS online test 
scheduling model. Author uses DRL technique to gain experience and based on that 
the Fair TS model is developed. Researchers [13] claim that their model balances 
the time and resources. The main challenge of this paper is to perform online task 
scheduling. The number of tasks is already fixed. For multi-resource fairness in fog 
computing system dominant resource fairness policies are adopted.

Different fog node has different processing abilities, for example, strong 
fog node with considerable resources can solve the complex problem easily. But 
such type of scenario development is a problem in task scheduling. This problem 
is addressed in this paper. A new task scheduling strategy is suggested in this 
paper. Hybrid heuristic algorithm is proposed for tasks scheduling. The hybrid 
heuristic algorithm is combination of two algorithms, improved particle Swarm 
Optimization and improved ant Colony Optimization [14].

Issues related to mobile crowd sensing task in fog computing are discussed. A 
deep reinforcement scheduling solution is provided to solve this problem. It is a self-
adaptive model. Three-layer hierarchical structure of fog computing is discussed. 
To solve task scheduling problem in fog computing, a task scheduler is added in the 
cloud layer to decide the scheduling strategy for fog computing [15].

Three-layered structure is introduced: terminal layer, which consists of mobile 
devices; fog layer, which consists of task scheduling cluster and resource integration 
model; core layer composed of cloud resource provider. Scheduling is done in the 
middle layer. A new scheduling method was introduced “I-FASC” to determine the 
characteristics of task and resources. An improved genetic algorithm is proposed, which 
is an improvement over the firework algorithm, which introduced the explosion radius 
detection mechanism of Fireworks to avoid disappearance of optimal solution [16].

The problem with delay-sensitive application such as smart health required to 
transfer large amount of data to cloud, so it reduces the performance. To resolve 
that, fog computing is introduced. But in fog, there should be some mechanism 
to manage the task and resource as well as security. To achieve this, a cost-aware 
genetic-based task scheduling algorithm is proposed [17].

Two characteristics of Intelligence are considered, device-driven and human-
driven in IOT-based computing scenario. For demonstration purposes, two cases are 
considered. The first case machine learning algorithm is used to study the human 
behavior based on that scheduling is done that is identifying the priority of the 
task whether the task is important or not, and if it is important in that case, give 
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the resource to that task. In second case, an algorithm is designed for the end user 
device to select the offloading decision, that is, to identify whether to process the 
task or discard it to minimize energy consumption of fog node and to minimize the 
latency [18].

In the three-tier architecture, the end devices are at the lowest level, fog is the 
intermediate layer, and the top most layers consist of cloud. Intelligent virtual 
machine is created by using Bayesian method to classify task. The FBCS algorithm 
outperforms when compared with the FCFS and delay priority algorithm. Two algo-
rithms are designed: first for task classification and second for updating processing 
power of the device [19].

When we are talking about scheduling in cloud computing that basically means 
we are focusing on how to improve the use of resources and reduce the time to 
complete a job. The cost to do certain job depends on time and exchange of data. To 
reduce the cost of the user, decrease the volume of data sent to the cloud. This was 
the main idea behind the creation of fog. The IoT devices can connect to the cloud 
through fog nodes [20] .

The tasks are scheduled based on lower delay. In this paper, the problem related 
to task scheduling in fog computing is discussed. The dynamic scenario resulted 
from user mobility brings a dynamic computing demand at edge devices. The 
scheduling strategies should be designed based on the different application classes 
according to demand coming from the mobile user [21].

A metaheuristic algorithm based on a Harris Hawk Optimization based on a 
local search strategy for task scheduling in fog computing is proposed to improve 
the quality of service provided to the user in industrial IoT application [22].

For scheduling purpose, an optimized knapsack algorithm is proposed, which is 
based on symbiotic organism search algorithm [23].

An improved apriori algorithm “I-Apriori” is proposed based on apriori algo-
rithm. A novel task scheduling TSFC algorithm is proposed. The association rules 
are generated by the I-apriori algorithm. The TSFC algorithm is based on I-apriori 
algorithm [24].

Tasks scheduling problem is discussed to reduce the cost of Edge computing 
sys-tem. The focus of this paper is to minimize the cost while satisfying the delay 
requirement of the entire task. For that a two-star scheduling cost Optimization 
algorithm is proposed (TTSCO) [25].

The focus of this paper is on how to reduce the power consumption in edge 
computing while meeting the resource and delay constraints [26].

Task scheduling algorithm based on delay model is suggested. Others claim that 
the delay model based on little’s law is in accurate. So the authors suggest a delay 
model without using little’s law. Then a life Lyapunov function of delay is defined 
based on that a task scheduling algorithm is proposed to minimize the delay [27].

The focus [28] is to provide the quality of service to the user and to improve 
the performance of scheduling. An application-aware scheduling algorithm is 
proposed.

A scheduling algorithm for cloudlet for utilization of the available resources 
is suggested. The proposed algorithm is based on ant Colony Optimizations 
algorithm [29].

Quality of service was the main motive behind a grouped tasks scheduling  
algorithm. The GTS algorithm divides the task into categories. User task, task 
latency, task size, task type are the parameters used for categorizing a task. GST 
first chooses which category to be executed and then chooses the task with mini-
mum time to be executed in the category [30].

A new scheduling algorithm is proposed, FCAP. This new algorithm is 
combination of two algorithms: Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm and PSO 
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particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. FCAP is used to cluster the resources. 
The main idea behind this algorithm is to provide quality of service to the 
users [31].

A reinforcement learning agent is proposed that horizontally scales container’s 
instances based on the demand of user and available fog resources. FScalar is inte-
grated in kubernetes cluster architecture. Also the use of SARSA to build a scalar 
agent is proposed [32].

Author in [2] studied the current trend of fog computing as well as the archi-
tecture of fog computing. Author also explained the limitation of such architecture 
and pointed out the deployment issue of services in fog. Efficiently placing a new 
service without affecting the running one is the biggest problem with the fog 
architecture.

RSU (roadside unit) acts as an immobile fog node. The responsibility of RSU is 
request processing and decision-making for task scheduling. Author in [33] inves-
tigated the tasks scheduling and resource allocation from the viewpoint of service-
oriented architecture (SOA). Tasks scheduling is based on scheduling chain.

A novel energy efficient fog computing Framework is proposed by the author. The 
homogeneous fog network is considered for framework. The main focus of the paper 
is on Energy Efficiency for task scheduling. Author in [34] Suggested maximum 
energy-efficient task scheduling algorithm MEETS in homogeneous fog network.

Parallel execution of tasks in heterogeneous fog network is suggested. New con-
cept PE processing efficiency is defined, which includes computing resources and 
communication capabilities. DATS algorithm is introduced to minimize the service 
delay in heterogeneous fog network. The two key components of DATS are PCRC 
(progressive computing resource competition) to obtain stable resource allocation 
result and second is STS (synchronize task scheduling) [35].

An adaptive multi-objective Optimization testing task scheduling method for 
fog computing is proposed. The two objectives of these proposed algorithms are 
task scheduling and resource scheduling with minimum task execution time and 
resource cost [36].

A new concept is introduced [37], “region”. Region is nothing but the collection 
of fog node. Basically the fog nodes are divided into region based on the require-
ment of the user. A task scheduling algorithm for region-based cloud (FBRC) is 
proposed [37].

A best selection of fog device for offloading the task by considering the time and 
energy consumption is a very serious challenge. To address this problem, a module 
placement method by classification and regression tree algorithm is proposed. The 
parameters for selecting the best fog node for the task are authenticity, integrity, 
confidentiality, speed, cost, capacity, and availability. Model placement is based on 
Markov chain process [38].

A tool kit that can automatically simulate the complex network topology and 
different type of computing resources as well as automatically execute user submit-
ted workflow application and compare the performance of different computation 
offloading and task scheduling strategy for workflow is suggested [39].

A Ranking-based task scheduling algorithm using linguistic and fuzzy  
quantified in fog cloud network preposition is proposed. This algorithm is com-
pared with distance-based algorithm, price-based algorithm, and latency-based 
algorithm [40].

Load balancing in cloud and fog is suggested in this paper. Cuckoo search by 
using levy walk distribution and flower pollination is proposed for load balancing. 
The motto is to reduce the delay and to overcome the latency issue [41].

The task is assigned with the priority depend on the deadline of the task. 
Preemption of the task is not possible after assigning it to the particular fog node [42].
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Literature review

Paper 

no

Title Year Basic concept Evaluation parameter Independent/

dependent
Bandwidth Cost Energy 

consumption

Time Throughput/

latency

10 Fog computing job 

scheduling optimization 

based on bees Swarm

2018 The basic concept in this paper is 

distribution of task to different 

fog node. The proposed approach 

divide the complete task into 2 part. 

Reproduction behavior, food source 

foraging behavior

Cost Time Not mentioned

11 A Hyper Heuristic 

Algorithm for scheduling of 

fog networks

2017 In this paper a test and select technique 

is used to select best algorithm for 

scheduling

Bandwidth Cost Energy 

consumption

Throughput Not mentioned

12 Providing A ne scheduling 

method theme fog network 

using the ant colony 

algorithm

2019 The tasks are grouped according to 2 

criteria, minimum cost and minimum 

end time service

Cost Time Throughput Not mentioned

13 Online scheduling for fog 

computing with multi 

resource fairness

2019 Deep reinforcement technique is used Throughput Not mentioned

14 Task scheduling based on 

hybrid heuristic algorithm 

for smart production line 

with fog computing

2019 Two algorithm are combined, 

improved PSO and improved ACO

Energy 

consumption

Time Not mentioned

15 Deep reinforcement 

scheduling for mobile 

crowd sensing in fog 

computing

2019 Three layered hierarchical structure of 

fog computing is discussed.

A scheduler is added for scheduling 

decision in the first layer.

Bandwidth Not mentioned
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Literature review

Paper 

no

Title Year Basic concept Evaluation parameter Independent/

dependent
Bandwidth Cost Energy 

consumption

Time Throughput/

latency

16 Task scheduling algorithm 

based on improved 

firework algorithm in fog 

computing

2020 IFASC algorithm is proposed to 

determine the characteristics of task & 

resources.

[IFA] improved genetic algorithm is 

proposed

Time Not mentioned

17 Cost aware task scheduling 

in fog-cloud environment

2020 A cost aware genetic based task 

scheduling algorithm is proposed

Time Not mentioned

18 Enabling intelligence in 

fog computing to achieve 

energy and latency 

reduction

2019 Two characteristics of intelligence 

is consider, device-driven and 

human-driven

Energy 

consumption

Latency Not mentioned

19 Energy saving scheduling in 

fog based iot application by 

Bayesian approach

2019 Two algorithm design

1. For task classification.

2. For updating processing power 

of device

Cost Energy 

consumption

Not mentioned

20 Smart fog: fog computing 

Framework for 

unsupervised clustering 

Analytics in wearable 

internet of things

2017 Decrease the volume of send data to 

cloud

Bandwidth Time Not mentioned

21 Mobility aware application 

scheduling in fog 

computing

2017 Dynamic scheduling Not mentioned
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Literature review

Paper 

no

Title Year Basic concept Evaluation parameter Independent/

dependent
Bandwidth Cost Energy 

consumption

Time Throughput/

latency

22 Energy-aware Marine 

Predator algorithm for task 

scheduling in IoT based fog 

computing application

2020 A meta heuristic algorithm based on 

Harish hawks Optimization based on 

local search strategy for task scheduling 

in fog computing is proposed

Cost Energy 

consumption

Time Independent

23 Scheduling of fog network 

with optimized knapsack 

by symbiotic organism 

search

2017 A new KnapSOS algorithm is proposed Bandwidth Cost Energy 

consumption

Time Not mentioned

24 A task scheduling algorithm 

based on classification 

mining in fog computing 

environment

2018 Improved apriori algorithm is proposed 

to generate Association rules.

Time Not mentioned

25 Cost efficient scheduling 

for delay sensitive task in 

edge computing system

2018 Minimize the cost while satisfying the 

delay requirements of all task

Cost Time Not mentioned

26 A scheduling strategy for 

reduce power consumption 

in Mobile Edge computing

2020 Edge nodes are divided into master and 

slave nodes

Energy 

consumption

Not mentioned

27 A more accurate delay 

model based task 

scheduling in cellular edge 

computing systems

2019 Delay model without using little’s Law Time Not mentioned

28 Application-aware 

task scheduling in 

heterogeneous edge 

computing

2019 One master node and multiple slave 

node

Time Latency Not mentioned
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Paper 
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29 Churn-resilient task 

scheduling in a tired IOT 

infrastructure

2019 The proposed algorithm is based on 

ant colony optimization to tackle the 

DYNAMICS of service provider

Not mentioned

30 Grouped task scheduling 

algorithm based on 

quality of service in cloud 

computing network

2016 The task are divided into categories Time Latency Not mentioned

31 Methods of resource 

scheduling based on fuzzy 

clustering in fog computing

2019 The proposed algorithm is combination 

of Fuzzy c means clustering algorithm 

and PSO algorithm

Bandwidth Cost time Latency Not mentioned

32 FScalar: automatic resource 

scaling of container in for 

cluster using reinforcement 

learning

2020 Reinforcement learning agent is 

proposed that horizontally scales 

containers instances based on the 

demand of user unavailable fog 

resources.

Not mentioned

2 Fog computing: survey of 

trends architecture and 

Research direction

2016 Study the current trend of fog 

computing as well as the architecture of 

fog computing

Not mentioned

33 RSU- empowered resource 

pooling for task scheduling 

in vehicular fog computing

2020 Task scheduling is based on scheduling 

chain

Bandwidth Cost Time Not mentioned

34 MEETS: maximum energy 

efficient as scheduling in 

homogeneous fog network

2018 Maximize energy efficiency for task 

scheduling

Energy 

consumption

Not mentioned
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Paper 
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Title Year Basic concept Evaluation parameter Independent/
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Bandwidth Cost Energy 

consumption

Time Throughput/

latency

35 DATS: dispersive stable 

task scheduling in 

heterogeneous fog network

2018 the two key component of DATS are 

PCR progressive computing resource 

competition to obtain stable resource 

allocation result and second is sts 

synchronize task scheduling

Time Independent

36 A multi-objective task 

scheduling method for 

fog computing in cyber 

physical social service

2020 Task scheduling and resource 

scheduling with minimum task 

execution time and resource cost

Cost Time Not mentioned

37 FBRC: optimization of task 

scheduling in fog based 

region and cloud

2017 The fog note are divided into regions Bandwidth Latency Not mentioned

38 Task offloading in mobile fog 

computing by classification 

and regression tree

2019 A best selection of fog device for 

offloading the task by considering the 

time and energy consumption

Energy 

consumption

Time Latency Not mentioned

39 Fog workflows: an 

automated simulation 

toolkit for workflow 

performance evaluation in 

fog computing

2019 Automatically simulate the complex 

network topology and different types 

of computing resources as well as 

automatically execute user submitted 

workflow application

Energy 

consumption

Latency Not mentioned

41 Cloud and fog based 

integrated environment for 

load balancing

2019 Cuckoo search by using levy walk 

distribution and Flower pollution is 

proposed for load balancing

Latency Not mentioned

42 An optimal task scheduling 

toward minimized cost 

and response time in a fog 

computing infrastructure

2019 The task is assigned with the priority 

depend on the deadline of the task .

Cost Throughput Independent
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43 Parallel scheduling 

of multiple tasks in 

heterogeneous fog network

2019 For scheduling the task a distributed 

task scheduling algorithm was 

developed via gauss seidel type method

Time Latency Not mentioned

44 Online task scheduling 

and resource allocation for 

intelligent NOMA-based 

industrial internet of things

2020 A non-orthogonal multiple access 

based fog computing Framework for 

industrial IoT system is proposed

Energy 

consumption

Time Not mentioned

45 Task scheduling and 

resource allocation in 

fog computing based 

on container for smart 

manufacturing

2018 A container based task scheduling 

algorithm for delay sensitive and high 

concurrency characteristics of fog 

computing is proposed

Latency Not mentioned

46 Deadline-aware fair 

scheduling for offloaded 

tasks in fog computing with 

inter fog dependency

2019 Task with the different deadline are 

considered.

2 queues are consider.

For scheduling in the queue Lyapunov 

drift plus penalty function is used.

Latency Not mentioned

47 A method based on 

combination of lexity and 

ant colony system for cloud 

for task scheduling

2019 Laxity based priority algorithm is used 

for deciding priority of the task.

To minimize energy consumption ant 

colony method is proposed

Energy 

consumption

Time Dependent

48 Security aware scheduling 

in fog computing by hyper-

heuristic algorithm

2017 Focuses on workflow scheduling 

problem

Energy 

consumption

Time Not mentioned

49 Delay minimized task 

scheduling in fog enabled 

IoT networks

2020 Scheduling of delay sensitive task Time Not mentioned
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Title Year Basic concept Evaluation parameter Independent/
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Bandwidth Cost Energy 

consumption

Time Throughput/

latency

50 A novel energy aware 

scheduling and load 

balancing technique based 

on fog computing

2019 4 criteria are considered in the 

proposed algorithm.

Energy 

consumption

Time Not mentioned

51 Neural task scheduling with 

reinforcement learning for 

fog computing system

2019 Deep reinforcement learning and 

pointer network architecture are 

combined to propose neural task 

scheduling

Throughput Not mentioned

3 Reinforcement learning 

based foresighted task 

scheduling in cloud

2018 The proposed model is divided into 

three, : part task transmission task 

allocation task execution

Time Throughput Not mentioned

4 Task scheduling in cloud 

using machine learning 

classification

2015 The selection of scheduling algorithm 

is done using machine learning 

classification

Not mentioned

5 A new approach for 

resource scheduling 

with deep reinforcement 

learning

2018 Two reinforcement scheduling was 

introduced for resource scheduling.

Online resource scheduling offline 

resource scheduling.

Time Latency Not mentioned

6 Task scheduling using 

modified PSO algorithm 

in cloud computing 

environment

2017 Three approaches for task scheduling 

is discussed and compared, PSO 

algorithm genetic algorithm modified 

PSO

Time Not mentioned

7 A new approach for 

scheduling task and /or job 

in Big Data cluster

2019 The given algorithm assign task to the 

data node based on the type of job and 

based on the data node resource load

Not mentioned
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Time Throughput/
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8 A credits based scheduling 

algorithm with K-means 

clustering

2018 K-means clustering algorithm is used 

for grouping the virtual machine and 

task

Time Not mentioned

9 Framework for task 

scheduling in cloud using 

machine learning technique

2020 How to select proper task scheduling 

algorithm based on type of task is 

depend on the ML

Not mentioned

Table 1. 
Literature summary.
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Tasks are divided into subtask, and to manage the subtask is challenging 
issue. To handle this challenge, a generalized Nash equilibrium game called 
parallel scheduling of multiple tasks is developed. For scheduling the task, a 
distributed task scheduling algorithm was developed via Gauss Spidel-type 
method [43].

Non-orthogonal multiple accesses-based fog computing framework for indus-
trial IoT system is proposed. Here the task offloading is based on NOMA to the 
helper node to minimize the delay and energy consumption [44].

A container-based task scheduling algorithm for delay-sensitive and high-
concurrency characteristic of fog computing is proposed. The tasks execution is 
divided into two steps: first to determine whether to accept or reject; second if 
accepted, then where to forward the task on fog node or cloud. For resource real-
location, a reallocation mechanism is proposed [45].

Tasks with different deadlines are considered. The main objective is to minimize 
failure probability to meet the different delay deadline. Two queues are considered, 
low and high-priority queues. For scheduling in the queues, Lyapunov drift plus 
penalty function is used [46].

To handle the sensitivity of task delay, the laxity-based priority algorithm is 
suggested. This algorithm is used to decide the priority of the task based on the 
deadline. Again to minimize energy consumption, an Optimization algorithm based 
on ant Colony is proposed [47].

The proposed method is based on HH algorithm; it generally focuses on work-
flow scheduling. The proposed algorithm shows that it reduces the energy con-
sumption and execution time of the task [48].

Delay-sensitive task is considered. DMTO is proposed to identify the optimal 
subtask size and the TN transmission power [49].

Four criteria are considered in the proposed algorithm: energy dynamic, 
threshold, waiting time of the task, and communication delay. These criteria are 
divided into two groups, and based on that, two scheduling and load balancing 
procedures are performed [50].

Online task scheduling problem in fog computing is discussed. The main focus is 
to minimize the task slowdown. Deep reinforcement learning and pointer network 
architecture are combined to propose neural task scheduling [51].

Author in [1] basically focuses on how to reduce the cost. The proposed 
algorithm efficiently prioritizes the task according to their delay or tolerance level 
result in higher throughput, which leads to reduce in overall response time and 
cost (Table 1).

3. Motivation

As we already know that fog is a middle layer between cloud and user. The user’s 
requirement is always QoS. QoS depends on the parameters such as bandwidth, 
energy consumption, latency, throughput, and cost. So basically fog has to fulfill 
these requirements of users. Again Fog has limitation such as limited resources 
and capabilities, but it has an advantage of being nearer to the end devices, which 
makes it powerful in many aspects such as less latency, less power consumption, 
and proper utilization of bandwidth. Decision-making on task scheduling is a 
trending research area. How accurately you can predict the best algorithm on the 
basis of user’s requirement is a challenging issue in fog. Machine learning is making 
very much progress in this domain. This thing motivates us to use Machine learning 
algorithm for task scheduling in cloud.
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4. Proposed work

The Decision of selecting best algorithm based on the requirement is complex 
work. For taking the decision on which task to schedule first is completely depen-
dent on the type of task. Again identifying the type of task is another challenge. The 
first part in task scheduling is to identify the type of task, and then we can perform 
the actual task scheduling. Task scheduling in fog is mandatory because the end 
user requires the Quality of Service. The parameters that are considered for QoS are 
bandwidth, latency, robustness, time, cost, and energy consumption.

Computational Intelligence (CI) is a sub-branch of AI. CI can be considered 
as the study of adaptive mechanisms to enable or facilitate intelligent behavior 
in complex and changing environments. Computational Intelligence techniques 
include fuzzy sets, ANN, Evolutionary computing, swarm intelligence, and arti-
ficial immune system. CI is a set of nature-inspired computational methodologies 
and approaches to address complex real-world problems. The powerful feature of 
CI is its adaptive nature.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have reviewed different existing models and techniques for 
task scheduling in cloud-fog environment. In first half of the paper, we discussed 
the limitations and advantages of fog. In second half of the paper, we reviewed the 
existing technique for task scheduling in fog. By analyzing the existing system, 
we proposed a CI-based task scheduling model in fog, which will adapt to varying 
requirements of QoS dynamically.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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